
Name:  ____________________________                       School Words – Level C
     

              Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Our teacher is very nice. 1.  ____________________

2.   Colin likes to write stories in his blue notbook. 2.  ____________________

3. In math class we used a rooler to measure length. 3.  ____________________

4.  The markers that smell like fruit are Amelia's favorite. 4.  ____________________

5.  I always pack my bacpack the night before school. 5.  ____________________

6.  Can you find Africa on the globe? 6.  ____________________
    

7.  Milo can play on the computer for an hour each day. 7.  ____________________

8.  My favorite job is when I am the paper passer. 8.  ____________________

9.  I like when my deske is across from my best friend. 9.  ____________________
             

10. Can I borrow your erayser? 10.  ___________________
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Name:  ____________________________

11. I like to keep my pensil box nice and neat. 11.  __________________

12.  We need a new stapler for our office.  12.  __________________
 

13.  Ana used an orange cran to color in the sun. 13.  __________________

14.  Noah asked his mother to tape his picture to the wall. 14.  __________________

15.  Carter tried to glu the broken vase back together. 15.  __________________

 Basic Words 

16. Lori has a list of boocs to read over summer vacation. 16.  __________________
                 

17.  My mom looked at the map while my dad was driving. 17.  ___________________
  

18.  Most of our pens are out of ink. 18.  ___________________

 Challenge Words 

19.    “Don't run with sissors!” my sister yelled to me.  19.  ___________________

20.  Are you able to say the alfabet backwards?  20.  ___________________
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ANSWER KEY
     

               Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Our teacher is very nice. 1.  CORRECT

2.   Colin likes to write stories in his blue notbook. 2.  notebook

3. In math class we used a rooler to measure length. 3.  ruler

4.  The markers that smell like fruit are Amelia's favorite. 4.  CORRECT

5.  I always pack my bacpack the night before school. 5.  backpack

6.  Can you find Africa on the globe? 6.  CORRECT
    

7.  Milo can play on the computer for an hour each day. 7.  CORRECT

8.  My favorite job is when I am the paper passer. 8.  CORRECT

9.  I like when my deske is across from my best friend. 9.  desk
             

10. Can I borrow your erayser?          10.  eraser 
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ANSWER KEY

11. I like to keep my pensil box nice and neat. 11.  pencil

12.  We need a new stapler for our office.  12.  CORRECT
 

13.  Ana used an orange cran to color in the sun. 13.  crayon

14.  Noah asked his mother to tape his picture to the wall. 14.  CORRECT

15.  Carter tried to glu the broken vase back together.  15.  glue

 Basic Words 

16. Lori has a list of boocs to read over summer vacation. 16.  books
                 

17.  My mom looked at the map while my dad was driving. 17.  CORRECT
  

  18.    Most of our pens are out of ink.   18.  CORRECT

 Challenge Words 

19.    “Don't run with sissors!” my sister yelled to me.  19.  scissors

20.  Are you able to say the alfabet backwards?  20.  alphabet
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